
Genome & Biomarker Sciences 
Our journey for cutting-edge medicines for patients

Who we are

The Genome & Biomarker Sciences (GBx) unit advances targets rooted in human genetics and genomics. We 
invest in innovative genomic biomarker technologies for maximal pipeline impact. We leverage disease-
relevant tissue samples to identify and apply genomic and protein biomarkers to inform clinical decision-
making and exploratory research. Our goal is to translate the best human genetic targets into actionable 
biology. Ultimately, we aim to make better medicines in order to impact the patients who need them the most.

Worldwide operations

Human genetics helps to bring medications to life by 
leveraging:
• Genetic targets

• Functional genomics

• Profiling	and	biomarkers

• Data science and operations

Our organization

GBx interconnected functions collaborate to drive the discovery and clinical trial process forward:

• Nine MSD sites including all four discovery research
hubs in Boston, Cambridge, London, and San Francisco

Our medical and scientific advances happen through 
the efforts of many people. That is why we operate 
24/7 across:
• Three	geographic	regions:	Asia	Pacific,	Europe,	and

North America

• Early Discovery Genetics and Genetics London
– Leverages the power of human-validated
genetic targets, large well-curated clinical trial
datasets, and data derived from partnerships
collected around the world, and conducts
experiments to advance genetic targets across
all therapeutic areas

• Genome Sciences –	Establishes	and	deploys
functional genomics platforms including pooled
and arrayed CRISPR screening and single-cell
sequencing to enable high-throughput biology

• Discovery & Clinical Pharmacogenomics –
Leverages high-through genetic and genomic
technologies to discover and validate meaningful
biomarkers

• Integrated Operations – Provides operational
excellence	to	efficiently	execute	on	genomic
biomarkers in all clinical trials

• Profiling and Expression – Provides tissue-based
analysis of human disease and model systems to
enable mechanistic target validation, proof-of-
activity, and biomarker strategies

• Oncology Genomics and Analytics – Applies
analytics to pre-clinical and clinical oncology data

• Translational Molecular Biomarkers – Develop,
validate, and deploy biomarker assays for all
therapeutic areas and all stages of clinical
development

• Pacific Translational Biomarkers – Develop
and deploy molecular and imaging biomarkers
to enable early clinical development or reverse
translation; leverage Singapore external
collaborations to advance our pipeline

Learn more at jobs.merck.com
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How we work

Our guiding principles

• Leverage genomic, biomarkers, and tissue-
based capabilities to impact drug discovery and
program decision-making

• Advance targets rooted in human genetics
and genomics

• Invest in innovative tools and technologies for
maximal pipeline impact

• Leverage disease-relevant tissue samples to
identify and apply genetic, genomic and protein
biomarkers to inform clinical decision-making
and exploratory research

• Hire, develop, and retain the best people

Making GBx a great place to work

GBx	fosters	a	positive,	flexible	workplace	that	is	diverse,	inclusive,	and	collaborative.	Our	organization	
supports colleagues through each phase of their careers, from onboarding to training and development, and 
provides resources for working remotely, staying well, volunteering, and more.

We invest in talent

We	are	passionate	about	our	people	and	offer	programs	to	build	future	talent	and	help	our	employees	grow	
and develop in their careers:

What we do

Our core business

GBx is involved in every step of leveraging genetics, genomics and biomarkers across the pipeline, from 
early discovery all the way through post-marketing commitments. We work across all therapeutic areas, 
enabling us to execute across all phases of development to get new medicines to the patients who need 
them.

Are you a scientist with experience in genetics, statistical genetics, cancer genetics, or 
translational research? Do you share a curiosity to better understand the genetic basis 
of disease and then use this information to design and develop better drug targets?        
If so, please consider joining our growing team.

Internship 
program

Two-year minimum 
post-doctoral 

fellowship programs

Virtual career fair Year-long 
mentoring program

Short-term 
rotational 

assignments

Learn more at jobs.merck.com
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